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Abstract—Power-line communication (PLC) is considered as
the backbone of smart grid. Impulsive noise (IN) over such
channels, however, remains the main factor responsible for
degrading communication signals. A simple method to mitigate
IN over PLC channels is to precede the receiver with a nonlinear
preprocessor to blank and/or clip the incoming signal when it
exceeds a certain threshold. Applying a combination of blanking
and clipping in a hybrid fashion was shown to provide the
best performance. The hybrid scheme is characterized by two
thresholds T1 and T2 (T1 = αT2), where α is a scaling factor.
Previous studies assume a fixed value for the scaling factor and
found that optimizing the threshold T2 is the key to enhance
performance. In this paper, we show that the performance of
this scheme is sensitive not only to the threshold, but also to the
scaling factor. With this in mind, a mathematical expression for
the output signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the threshold
and scaling factor is formulated and used to optimize the hybrid
scheme performance. Simulation results are also provided to
validate our analysis. The results reveal that using an adaptive
hybrid scheme with an optimally selected threshold and scaling
factor always outperforms other nonlinear schemes.

Index Terms—Blanking, clipping, hybrid, impulsive noise,
power-line communications (PLC), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
smart grids.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
MART Grids, after the invention of the internet, are the

next big technological revolution and have been one of

the most growing fields of research recently. Smart grids are

expected to be a crucial factor in shaping tomorrow’s societies

and can be attained via different technologies such as wire-

less, coaxial or power-line communications (PLC) [1]. PLC,

however, has been the most attractive for several reasons. For

instance, the pre-installed infrastructure of wiring networks

and the availability of power outlets in every room make

PLC technology a very attractive alternative for networking

applications. The idea of utilizing power-line networks for

communication is not new; in fact, the first communication

attempt over power-lines was in 1900s for reading meters

at remote locations [2] and few decades later, these cables

were considered for voice transmission. These technologies

used single-carrier narrow-band schemes operating in the low

frequency-bands providing data rates in the range of few kilo-

bits per second. Over the recent decades, the rising dependence

on communications has increased dramatically and because

of the advances in communication, modulation techniques as

well as signal processing, it has become possible to deploy

power-lines for high-speed communication with data rates

comparable to that provided by wired networks and wireless

LANs [3]–[5].

Power-lines are not well suited for communication signals

since they have not been designed for such purposes. Thus,

in order to improve the reliability of PLC, several inherent

challenges must be overcome such as the varying impedance

of the wiring, high levels of frequency-dependent attenuation

[6], [7] and the noise. Noise over power-lines is classified

into background noise (BN) and impulsive noise (IN) [8]–[10].

The latter, however, is the most dominant factor degrading

communication signals and its power spectral density (PSD)

always exceeds the PSD of the BN by at least 10−15 dB and

may reach as much as 50 dB [11]. To analyze and evaluate

the system performance over IN channels, the two-component

mixture-Gaussian noise model, [12], [13], has been widely

accepted and, therefore, it will be adopted in this paper.

A number of methods have been introduced in the literature

with different degrees of complexity to reduce the noxious

effect of IN; the simplest and most efficient of which is the

application of nonlinear devices at the receiver front-end such

as blanking, clipping or hybrid (joint blanking and clipping)

to blank or/and clip the received signal when it exceeds

certain thresholds [13]–[17]. This method is widely used in

practice because of its simplicity and ease of implementation.

It is presented in [14] that the hybrid scheme provides better

performance compared to the other nonlinear methods. In this

scheme two thresholds are set T1 and T2 to clip or blank the

incoming signal when it exceeds these thresholds, respectively.

These thresholds are related by the scaling factor (α) as

T1 = αT2. So far, all work on this topic assumes a fixed

scaling factor. This method will be referred to here as the

conventional hybrid method.

In contrast, in this paper, we show that the hybrid scheme is

not only sensitive to the threshold but also to the scaling factor.

Then the problem of threshold and scaling factor optimization

is analyzed mathematically and the corresponding maximum

achievable output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is presented.

In addition, simulation results are provided to corroborate

our analysis. The results show that the adaptive scheme can
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Figure 1: System diagram with nonlinear preprocessors at the receiver

provide up to 0.6 dB enhancement in the output SNR relative

to the conventional hybrid scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the system model is described. In Section III, the output SNR

is analyzed and the problem of threshold and scaling factor

optimization is addressed. Some numerical and simulation

results are outlined in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are

drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The basic system model used in this study is illustrated in

Fig. 1. First, the information bits are mapped into 16 quadra-

ture amplitude modulation (16-QAM) base band symbols Sk.

Then, these symbols are passed through an orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulator to produce

a time domain signal

s(t) =
1√
N

N−1
∑

k=0

Ske
j2πkt
Ts , 0 < t < Ts (1)

where Sk is the complex constellations of the data symbols,

N is the number of sub-carriers and Ts is the active symbol

interval.

As mentioned previously, in this work the two-component

mixture-Gaussian noise model is used in which IN is modeled

as a Bernoulli-Gaussian random process given by [12]

nk = wk + ik k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (2)

where

ik = bk gk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (3)

nk is the total noise component, wk is the additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN), ik is the IN, gk is complex white

Gaussian noise with mean zero and bk is the Bernoulli process

with probability mass function

Pr(bk) =

{

p, bk = 1

0, bk = 0
k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (4)

where p denotes the IN probability of occurrence. The prob-

ability density function (PDF) of the total noise can be

expressed as

Pnk
(nk) = p0 G

(

nk, 0, σ
2
0

)

+ p1 G
(

nk, 0, σ
2
1

)

(5)

G (.) is the Gaussian PDF given by (6), p0 = (1− p), p1 = p,

σ2
0 = σ2

w and σ2
1 = σ2

w +σ2
i . The variances σ2

w and σ2
i denote

the AWGN and IN power and define the input SNR and signal-

to-impulsive noise ratio (SINR) as in (7) and (8), respectively.

G
(

x, µ, σ2
x

)

=
1

√

2πσ2
x

e
−

(x−µ)2

2σ2
x (6)

SNR = 10 log10

(

σ2
s

σ2
w

)

(7)

SINR = 10 log10

(

σ2
s

σ2
i

)

(8)

where σ2
s is the transmitted signal variance. Under perfect

synchronization condition, the received signal is defined as

rk = sk + wk + ik, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (9)

while sk = s (kTs/N) ; sk, wk and ik are assumed to be

mutually independent. In order to reduce the effect of IN, one

of the following nonlinear preprocessors is applied at the front-

end of the receiver

• Blanking

yk =

{

rk, |rk| ≤ T1

0, |rk| > T1

k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (12)

where T1 is the blanking threshold.

• Clipping

yk =

{

rk, |rk| ≤ T2

T2 e
j arg(rk), |rk| > T2

k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

(13)

where T2 is the clipping threshold.

• Conventional Hybrid

yk =











rk, |rk| ≤ T2

T2 e
j arg(rk), T2 < |rk| ≤ T1 k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

0, |rk| > T1

(14)

where T1 = 1.4T2.
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Ko = 1−
∑

iǫ{0,1}

pi

[

e
− T2

2(1+σ2
i ) +

T 2

2 (1 + σ2
i )
e
− α2T2

2(1+σ2
i )

]

−
∑

iǫ{0,1}

pi

√

π

2

T
√

1 + σ2
i

[

Q

(

T
√

1 + σ2
i

)

−Q

(

αT
√

1 + σ2
i

)]

(10)

Eout = 2 + 2
∑

iǫ{0,1}

pi

(

σ2
i −

(

1 + σ2
i

)

e
− T2

2(1+σ2
i ) − T 2

2
e
− α2T2

2(1+σ2
i )

)

(11)

• Adaptive Hybrid

yk =











rk, |rk| ≤ T

αT ej arg(rk), T < |rk| ≤ αT k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

0, |rk| > T
(15)

where rk and yk are the input and the output of the nonlinear

devices, respectively, and α > 1. It is clear that these devices

only process the amplitude of the received signal leaving its

phase unmodified. The threshold(s) or (the threshold and the

scaling factor in case of adaptive hybrid) should be carefully

selected to optimize the system performance. For instance, if

the resulting threshold is too small, many unaffected samples

of the OFDM signal will be blanked resulting in poor bit error

rate performance; whereas for very large threshold, IN will be

overlooked and will become part of the detected signal; hence

will degrade performance.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze the SNR at the output of the

adaptive hybrid device and optimize the threshold and the

scaling factor to maximize the system performance.

A. Output SNR

The SNR performance at the output of the adaptive hybrid

scheme is investigated here. For the four types of nonlinear

preprocessors (12), (13), (14) and (15), the output SNR can

be expressed as [14]

SNRout =
2K2

o

Eout − 2K2
o

(16)

where Ko is a real constant and Eout is the total signal power

at the output of the nonlinear preprocessor. These parameters

are derived in [14] for the blanking, clipping and conventional

hybrid methods. For the adaptive hybrid scheme, Ko and Eout

are found by replacing T1 → T and T2 → αT of [14, Eq.

(19)] and [14, Eq. (21)] to yield (10) and (11). To illustrate

the impact of the threshold T and the scaling factor α on the

output SNR of the proposed scheme, some numerical results

are presented in Fig. 2. This figure shows a surface plot of

the output SNR as a function of T and α. These results

are obtained from (16) for SNR = 25 dB, SINR = −15

dB and p = 0.01. In general, there is a general trend that

when T and α are too small {T . 2 andα . 3} the system

performance degrades significantly due to the significant loss

of the useful signal energy. On the other hand, when T and α
are too high {T → ∞ andα → ∞}, i.e. no blanking/clipping
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Figure 2: Surface plot of the SNR at the output of the adaptive hybrid
device as a function of the blanking threshold and the scaling factor for
SINR = −15 dB, p = 0.01 and SNR = 25 dB.

is performed (typical OFDM receiver), this allows all the IN

energy to be part of the detected signal and will eventually

cause dramatic performance deterioration. In such a scenario,

the output SNR approaches −10 dB as illustrated in Fig. 2.

This can be mathematically expressed as (17)

SNRout (T → ∞, α → ∞, ) = 10 log10

(

σ2
s

σ2
w + p σ2

i

)

(17)

when p σ2
i ≫ σ2

w, (17) can be approximated to

≃ 10 log10

(

1

p σ2
i

)

(18)

However, it is also interesting to note that for given IN

characteristics, good selection of both the threshold and the

scaling factor will maximize the output SNR. The problem of

optimizing these parameters is investigated next.

B. Threshold and Scaling Factor Optimization

Determining the threshold and the scaling factor is the key

for achieving best performance in the adaptive hybrid scheme.

To optimize the output SNR it is more convenient to rewrite

(16) as
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Figure 3: Optimal threshold(s) (with optimized scaling factor) versus
SINR for various values of p and SNR = 25 dB; simulated results for
16-QAM OFDM with N = 256.

(SNRout)
−1

=
Eout

2K2
o

− 1 (19)

The optimal threshold and optimal scaling factor cannot be

expressed in closed forms hence only numerical results can be

obtained by satisfying the following argument

min
T, α

{

Eout

K2
o

}

(20)

IV. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we present some numerical results for the

optimal threshold and the optimal scaling factor that maximize

the output SNR. In addition, the corresponding maximum

achievable output SNR is investigated under various IN condi-

tions. These analytical results are validated with simulations.

The simulation parameters used here are: N = 256 sub-

carriers, 16-QAM modulation, σ2
s = (1/2)E[|sk|2] = 1,

σ2
w = (1/2)E[|wk|2], σ2

i = (1/2)E[|ik|2] and the simu-

lated output SNR is found by (21) where Ko is chosen as

Ko = (1/2)E
[

|yks∗k|
2
]

. Also, in all our investigations we set

the input SNR = 25 dB.

SNRout =
E

[

|Ko sk|2
]

E

[

|yk −Ko sk|2
] (21)

Fig. 3 illustrates some numerical and simulated results of

the optimal thresholds for the blanking, clipping, conventional

hybrid and adaptive hybrid techniques when α is optimized.

Whereas the optimal scaling factor corresponding to the op-

timized T is plotted versus SINR in Fig. 4 for various IN

probabilities. In both figures, it is clearly visible that the

analytical and simulated results are in good agreement. The

analytical results of the optimal thresholds for the first three
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Figure 4: The optimal scaling factor (with optimized threshold T ) versus
SINR for various values of p and SNR = 25 dB; simulated results for
16-QAM OFDM with N = 256.

techniques are obtained from the expressions derived in [14]

whereas for the adaptive technique the results of the optimal

threshold and optimal scaling factor are obtained by satisfying

(20).

In general, it is obvious that the behavior of the optimal

values for T and α for the adaptive system can be divided

into two regions during which these parameters behave differ-

ently. These regions can be defined as the high SINR region

{0 → −6 dB} and low SINR region {−6 dB → −∞}. In the

former region, it is interesting to observe that the optimal

threshold of the adaptive scheme matches the optimal clipping

threshold and this corresponds to the high dependency of

the optimal scaling factor on the IN characteristics as shown

in Fig. 4. To elaborate, having a large value for α means

that the blanking threshold (αT ), of the adaptive hybrid

system, will be too high and therefore the vast majority of

the received samples will not be blanked. As a consequence,

clipping becomes the dominant process which justifies why

the optimal threshold of the adaptive system approaches the

clipping threshold. Moreover, it should be highlighted that

the variation in the optimal scaling factor increases as the IN

probability of occurrence becomes higher making the selection

of this parameter even more crucial in heavily-disturbed IN

environments. One the other hand, in the low SINR region it

is noticeable that the optimal threshold of the proposed system

starts to diverge from the clipping threshold and approaches

the threshold of the conventional hybrid system. However,

the corresponding optimal scaling factor drops sharply and

remains almost constant at about 1.4 which is equal to the

scaling factor value of the conventional hybrid technique (14).

This clearly explains why the optimal threshold of the adaptive

system approaches that of the conventional hybrid technique

for very low SINR values.

In order to calculate the maximum achievable SNR at the

output of the adaptive hybrid device, the numerically found
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Figure 5: Maximum achievable output SNR versus SINR for the blanking, clipping, conventional hybrid, adaptive hybrid and typical OFDM systems
with various IN probabilities when SNR = 25 dB.

optimal threshold and optimal scaling factor are substituted in

(10), (11) and (16). Fig. 5 depicts the maximum achievable

output SNR as a function of SINR for the four nonlinear

techniques with different IN probabilities. For the sake of

comparison, the output SNR of the typical OFDM receiver

(17) is also included on this plot and it is evident that this

system has the worst performance especially as IN becomes

higher. On the other hand, it is seen that the adaptive technique

offers the best performance which can be best quantified in

terms of the relative gain. This gain is defined as the gain

in the output SNR obtained by the adaptive hybrid technique

SNR
(AH)
out over the conventional hybrid technique SNR

(CH)
out

(22) and is plotted in Fig. 6 for various values of p.

GR = 10 log10

(

SNR
(AH)
out

SNR
(CH)
out

)

(22)

As apparent, the relative gain is directly proportional to p
and can be as high as 0.62 dB at about SINR = −4 dB when

p = 0.1. The intuitive explanation of this is that when the

IN probability of occurrence is high the decision accuracy

of whether to blank or clip becomes more critical and this

is where the adaptive hybrid scheme is most effective as it

optimizes the blanking/clipping scaling factor which guides

the decision process. This can also be extracted from Fig. 4

where the optimal scaling factor variation increases for higher

IN probabilities. On the other hand, when the IN probability

is low, i.e. p = 0.001, the gain becomes negligible and hence

the conventional hybrid technique could be applied instead

since it is simpler. Furthermore, it is evident that, irrespective

of the IN probability, the conventional and adaptive hybrid

systems perform similarly when SINR is very low. This can

be easily explained as follows: in such an environment the

IN amplitude is so high, compared to the OFDM signal, that

it can be identified perfectly with either technique. In other
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Figure 6: The output SNR gain relative to the conventional hybrid scheme
(T1 = 1.4T2) versus SINR for various values of p, SNR = 25 dB;
simulated results for 16-QAM OFDM with N = 256.

words, the decision accuracy of whether to blank or clip will

have less influence on the overall performance.

V. CONCLUSION

IN can significantly deteriorate the communication perfor-

mance in PLC systems and in order to reduce its effect,

blanking, clipping and hybrid nonlinear preprocessors are

usually applied at the receiver. In this paper we have proposed

to enhance the capability of the hybrid technique (combined

blanking and clipping) by jointly optimizing the threshold and

the scaling factor to maximize the output SNR. A closed-form
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expression for the output SNR is found and some numerical

results are also obtained for the optimal threshold; in addition,

the analytical results have been validated through computer

simulations. It was demonstrated that the proposed scheme is

able to yield up to 0.6 dB SNR improvement relative to the

conventional hybrid system.
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